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Read the text:  

 

California, the Golden State   

 

      California is a state in the United State of America. It’s in the west, on the 

Pacific Ocean. Sacramento is the capital of the state. San Diego is a big and 

important city.    
                                                                              

                                                                                                 
 

1- Now, answer the questions in English.    

a) What is California?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

b) what`s the capital of California?  

___________________________________________________________________   

c) What is San Diego?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2- What are the missing letters?  

 

a) C__ME___  

b) Z__BR__ 
c) BE__R 

d) MON___E___  

 

3- Complete the sentences with the verb To Be:   

a) _____Mr. Gordon a personal trainer?  

b) We_____ new members here?  

c) ______tennis balls big?  

d) They_____ players.  

 

4- Use the correct Personal Pronouns. Watch the words in brackets.  

a) _____ is very beautiful. ( Mary)  

b) _____ is very funny. ( Paul)  

c) _____ are a student. ( Robert and Linda)  

d) _____ is tall? ( Giraffe)  

 

5- Use the correct nationality to complete the sentences.  

                                                                                                 

“Sem limite para crescer” 

1º Trimestre 
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     a) Pedro is from Mexico.                                              

                                He is _______________. 

   b) Maria is from Brazil.  

                               She is ______________. 

 

   c) Paolo is from Italy. 

                             He is___________.  

 

d)Helen is from England. 

                           She is______________.   

  

6- Complete the sentences with: he, she, it, we, they. 

 

a. A tiger can run and swim. __________ is from Asia. 

b. Gustavo and Roberto are good tennis players. __________ are Brazilian. 

c. Carol and I are friends. ____________ study in the same school. 

d. John is 12 years old. ___________ is from England. 

e. My mother is in the kitchen. _________ is a good cook. 

7- Put the  sentences   in  order. 

a)   mother / is / my /  teacher / a /.  ___________________________________________________________ 

b)  are  /  the   /    boys  /  intelligent.  _________________________________________________________ 

c)  student  /   am  /   good   /  a   /   I  . ________________________________________________________ 

 

A temple of sport  

     England is very famous for sports. It is the cradle of modern football. The England football is named soccer 

In the USA.  

     The attractive Wembley Stadium, in London, is the most fantastic and spectacular stadium in the world. It is 

a new cathedral of sport.  

 

8- Now, Answer the question according to the text:  

a) In what country is wembley stadium?  

_________________________________________________   

b) What are the characteristics of Wembley Stadium?  

__________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________   

 

9- Write in Potuguese.    

a) blue:___________________ 

b) red:____________________ 

c) yellow:__________________ 

d) white:____________________  
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10- Write the sentences using the Negative form:  

a) Julia is from Brazil. _________________________________________   

b) Eris and Julia are Italians.______________________________________  

c) I am your sister._____________________________________________   

 

11- Let’s give short answers.   

 a) Are you a singer?_________________________________________.  

 b) Are you a student?______________________________________________.  

 c) Is Xuxa a teacher?______________________________________________.  

 d) Is Ronaldinho is a singer?______________________________________________.   

 

12- Pass these sentences into negative form:  

a) you are a basketball player. _________________________________________________  

b)  they are billiard balls. 

___________________________________________________  

c) She and I are friends. 

___________________________________________________   

 

13- Write the name of these Countries. 

a) _____________________b) ______________________   

 

14- Write these sentences in Portuguese.  

a) I am from Brazil.____________________________________________   

b) I love my family and friends.___________________________________   

c) They are my new friends.______________________________________   

 

15-Complete the sentences With the verbs in the box:  

 

Am- is- are  

a) You______ a student.  

b) It_____ is a guide. 

c) I_____ a teacher.  

d) It_____ very funny.  

e) They_____lions.  

16-  Read the text :  

LEO´S FAMILY   

 

My name is Leonard. I’m thirteen years old. I’m from New York City.This is a photo of my family. This is my 

father. His name is John. My mother’s name is Elizabeth. This is my sister. Her name is Katherine. Her 

nickname is Kitty. The young boy is my brother. His name is Tobby. We lives in that beautiful house with 

Fido,our best friend. 

 

 I –  Now, with the text about Leo write True or False.  

a. __________ Tobby is Leo’s father. 

b. __________ This is Tobby’s house. 

c. __________ Elizabeth is Kitty’s mother. 

d. __________ Kitty is Leo’s mother. 

e. __________ Kitty is Katherine’s nickname. 

g __________ Smile is a dog. 

h. __________ Leo isn’t American.  
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17- Rewrite the sentences into Negative and Interrogative form: 

 

a) Mary is the new guide.  

Int.__________________________________________________   

Neg.__________________________________________________ 

b) Paul is very funny. 

Int.______________________________________________________  

       Neg._____________________________________________________  

 

18- Complete the sentences with This or  That .  

 

a) ____________ car is very comfortable.                                           

b) ___________ house is beautiful.    

 

c) ______________ flower are perfect.   

 

d) ______________dog is so cute.     

 

19- Complete with the correct answer:  

a) He is from Brazil. He is___________________.  

b) Mary is from Mexico. She is________________.  

c)Robert and I are from England. We are___________.   

 

20- Complete the questions with the adequate use of is or are.  

 

a) ______Mr. Gordon a personal trainer?  

b) ______ Mrs. Douglas tall?  

c) ______tennis balls big?  

d) ______you a basketball player, Peter?   


